Question: In the writings of Karl Marx, what is the term for the struggle between the ruling class and the working class?

A. Compromise
B. Division
C. Revolution
D. Conquest

C. Revolution

Question: U.S. officials are increasingly critical of the actions of ___ in the Middle East.

A. Russia
B. China
C. Saudi Arabia
D. Iran

D. Iran

Question: The United States government is a(n) ___

A. democracy
B. parliamentary system
C. dual system
D. federal system

A. democracy

Question: The main forms of government are ___

A. monarchy and dictatorship
B. democracy and dictatorship
C. autocracy and democracy
D. anarchy, dictatorship, and democracy

D. anarchy, dictatorship, and democracy

Question: The term ___ refers to a state of freedom from authority.

A. anarchy
B. federalism
C. democracy
D. direct democracy

A. anarchy

Question: The term ___ refers to a state of freedom from authority.

A. anarchy
B. federalism
C. democracy
D. direct democracy

A. anarchy

Question: How many basic tenets of American democracy are there?

A. Two
B. Four
C. Eight
D. Twelve

B. Four

Question: Where can you find the phrase “all men are created equal”?

A. Declaration of Independence
B. United States Constitution
C. Federalist Papers
D. The Bill of Rights

A. Declaration of Independence

Question: The terms confederate, unitary, and federal all refer to ___

A. how much power a government has
B. how power is divided
C. where a government is located
D. who has authority

B. how power is divided

Question: The United States is a(n) ___

A. direct democracy
B. indirect democracy
C. representative democracy
D. direct and indirect democracy

D. direct and indirect democracy

Question: Another term for indirect democracy is ___

A. majority rule
B. direct democracy
C. representative democracy
D. pluralism

C. representative democracy

Question: The best synonym for authority is ___

A. autocracy
B. oligarchy
C. anarchy
D. dictatorship

A. autocracy

Question: The government of the United States is ___

A. a totalitarian government
B. a federal government
C. a confederate government
D. a parliamentary government

B. a federal government

Question: Which term refers to the absence of government?

A. anarchy
B. autocracy
C. democracy
D. autocracy

A. anarchy

Question: The number of basic tenets of American democracy is ___

A. Eight
B. Twelve
C. Sixteen
D. Twenty-four

A. Eight